Voteeasy.com.au
Is an Australian Website dedicated to Australian Elections and making it easier for voters and
candidates to connect when it’s time to vote. Whether it’s council, state/territory, federal, byelections, upper or lower houses, candidates have an opportunity to easily promote their campaign
to voters.
If you want politicians that represent the people, then make it easy for voters to know who they are
voting for. Many voters don’t understand the only politician that represents them in council and
parliament, is the one their electorate collectively elected from the names on the ballot paper. Make
it easy for voters and candidates connect at election time and you will see voters make informed
decisions at the ballot box, delivering a more representative council/parliament.
Vote Easy is about community, helping to unite people and groups with a common goal and pointing
them in the same direction. We see that many of our social issues can be resolve and our democracy
strengthened, if we can collectively put our energy into connecting the community (voter and
candidates), before voters turn candidates into politicians. Working together and with Vote Easy we
can connect the whole country, reducing the need and influence of large political donations. The
more we support, share and use vote easy the more candidates will include vote easy into their
campaign and the better-informed voters will be every time they vote.

BONUS - To encourage the community involvement, Vote Easy has introduced the Vote Easy
Community Donation Programme, we call it the modern-day sausage sizzle. The donation
programme is a donation from Vote Easy and is our way of saying THANKS to those that get involved
and help candidates connect with voters via Vote Easy. Whether the community introduce
candidates to Voteeasy.com.au or not, for every candidate that uses/registers their campaign with
Vote Easy, Vote Easy will donate $50 back to the community. The more you get involved the more
you can raise, connecting people has never been more beneficial. See website for details.

Thank you and look forward to your support. Vote Easy.

